**U.S.G.A. RULES SHALL GOVERN ALL PLAY EXCEPT WHERE MODIFIED BY LOCAL RULES.**

**LOCAL RULES**
- Out of Bounds is defined by white stakes and perimeter fences.
- Lateral hazards are defined by red stakes or lines.
- Regular water hazards are defined by yellow stakes or lines.
- Newly planted trees with guy wires are considered ground under repair.
- The embedded ball rule is in effect through the green.
- On holes #1 and #5 - any ball striking the overhead wires must be replayed from the original spot with no penalty.

**GENERAL RULES OF PLAY AND INFORMATION TO ENHANCE ENJOYMENT**
- Golf carts must be parked on the paths at tees and greens.
- Golfers are responsible for damage to golf course and private property.
- Private coolers are not allowed.
- All food and beverages must be purchased on property.
- Rangers are on the golf course to make the day enjoyable for the greatest number of golfers.
- The golf course is irrigated with reclaimed water.
- All yardages are measured to the center of the green.

**COAL CREEK’S EXPECTATIONS OF CONSCIENTIOUS GOLFERS**
- The quality of the playing conditions is predicated on golfer’s behavior.
- Pace of play is enforced at 4 hours and 30 minutes or 15 minutes per hole.
- We expect you to Keep Pace with the group in front of you.
- Golfers are expected to rake the bunkers upon exiting.
- Golfers are expected to repair their ball marks on the green plus another ball mark.
- Golfers are expected to replace their divot, and if not possible fill the divot with sand.

**COURSE DESIGNED BY:**
Richard M. Phelps - 1990
Kevin Norby - 2014

| HOLE | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | OUT | 10  | 11  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  | 16  | 17  | 18  | TOT HCP NET |
|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-------------|
| TNT  | 524 | 403 | 391 | 181 | 449 | 592 | 178 | 410 | 411 | 3539| 100 | 183 | 407 | 209 | 514 | 444 | 378 | 7017        |
| Pick & Shovel | 494 | 380 | 368 | 152 | 425 | 571 | 165 | 385 | 375 | 3315| 184 | 166 | 390 | 184 | 490 | 430 | 3283 | 6598 |
| Fossil |     | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | 2972|     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 2972 |
| Coal Car |     | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | 2547|     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 2537 |
| Graphite |     |     | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | 2858|     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 5084 |
| Lantern |     |     |     | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | ▼▼ | 2359|     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 4825 |
| PAR  | 5   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 4   | 36  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

Men's Handicap: 9 3 7 15 1 5 17 11 13

Women's Handicap: 5 9 13 15 1 3 7 11

Scorer: [Insert Scorer Information]

**GD = Greens Depth in Yards. Sprinkler heads are measured to the center of the green.**

Attest: [Signatures]

Date: [Insert Date]